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Maami Home is a brand of the Portuguese company TCC Whitestone. 

We develop innovative design solutions for aesthetic and luxurious 

contemporary home living furniture. We ally the mastery and expertise 

of our craftsmen and creative team with the most advanced technology 

to develop unique pieces of rare beauty and timeless elegance in noble 

materials like marbles, granites, Silestone, wood and aluminum, brass, 

copper and steel..

TCC Whitestone descends from a lineage of crafters, carrying 

their love for the stone work, blending state-of-the-art technology 

with its ancestral knowledge. it's the most qualified and experienced 

artisans that give an object its soul, making unique pieces of art. 

directly from the world's premiere quarries in Greece, italy 

and Portugal, we source the natural material that shapes maami 

Home's portfolio, with features of rare beauty and flawless 

residential stonework. 
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Sideboard mdf structure walnut wood veneered 

Drawers front grey kendzo marble and walnut 

wood veneered

Feet steel lacquered

Design Fábio Teixeira

Grammi sideboard is a minimal piece of furniture combining straight and orthogonally 

arranged lines. The pedestal in lacquered steel supports a contemporaneously sweeping 

and elegant volume featuring the unique and vivid pattern of Grey Kendzo marble and 

the warm, gentle and gradient texture of its walnut wood veneer structure. Classy 

details are the wood inserts on the drawer's front surface.

Grammi sideboard



5002500

665

Calacatta marble and white mdf laquered Noir Saint Laurent marble and black oak wood veneered



Grammi S sideboard

The Grammi S sideboard is a more compact version of the Grammi sideboard. its straight and 

orthogonally arranged lines make it an elegant piece of furniture. The pedestal in lacquered steel 

supports a contemporaneously sweeping and elegant volume featuring the unique and vivid pattern 

of  marble and the warm, gentle and gradient texture of veneered wood  structure. Classy details 

are the wood inserts on the drawers front surface.



Calacatta marble and white mdf laqueredNoir Saint Laurent marble and black oak wood veneered

Sideboard mdf structure walnut wood veneered

Drawers and Doors front Grey Kendzo marble 

and walnut wood veneered

Feet steel lacquered

Design Fábio Teixeira
5002000

665



Unique, marble, gentle, 
texture, walnut, wood, 
veneer, structure, classy. 
Details.

Trigono sideboard





TriGONO sideboard limited edition is a master piece assemblage of the finest estremoz 

rosa aurora vigaria marble and walnut wood veneer. The contrast tones of walnut 

wood veneer and the white finishing confer both tension and visual warmth to trigono 

sideboard. its cubic volume is divided in equal compartments with shelves, drawers and 

doors, and stands on distinct, elegant and light legs. The ultimate detail: the handles of 

the drawers are fluidly incorporated in the front surface.

2000

620

500

Trigono sideboard

Sideboard mdf structure walnut wood veneered 

and estremoz rosa aurora vigaria marble

Drawers front mdf structure walnut wood veneered 

and estremoz rosa aurora vigaria marble

Feet steel lacquered

Design Fábio Teixeira + Sérgio Costa



Black and Gold 

marble and Ebony 

macassar veneered

Calacatta marble 

and white mdf 

lacquered

Gris douro marble 

and black oak 

veneered



POdium sideboard is the playful arrangement of cubic volumes of different size, 

combining to a horizontally extending sideboard, covered with an elegant selection of 

precious Estremoz rosa aurora Vigaria marble or Grey Kendzo. a shelf exceeding the 

size of the volumes creates the base of this sideboard.

From the combination of boxes of different sizes grew podium, a long sideboard 

entirely covered with an elegant selection of the finest marble.

Podium sideboard

Sideboard on top mdf structure 

lacquered and Estremoz rosa aurora 

Vigaria marble

Sideboard on the right page mdf 

structure lacquered and and Grey 

Kendzo marble

Design Fábio Teixeira + Sérgio Costa

4703200

350





Precious, elegant, 
diferent, finest, cubic, 
plain, balanced.

Sideboard on this page mdf structure lacquered and 

Estremoz rosa aurora Vigaria marble; interior l ined 

with suede bottom

Sideboard on the right page mdf structure Walnut 

wood veneered and Grey Kendzo marble

Design Fábio Teixeira + Sérgio Costa





aTir console is a piece of exquisite elegance and lightness, with an 

intriguing sense of disequilibrium and instability, given by the presence 

of only one leg. a slim height drawer and shelf, as well as the top, offer 

comfortable storage space to this partially wall mount piece of iconic 

furniture. White finishes and the light colour, carved from a unique piece 

of precious marble perfectly match the slim milled brass leg.

atir console

Cosole mdf structure lacquered  

and milled Ochiro marble

Drawers front Ochiro marble

Feet lacquered milled brass

Design Fábio Teixeira

4001200

800

160



Defying gravity.
Balancing with grace.



Black Slate marble Gris douro marble Black & Gold marble Carrara marble





Egge coffee table

EGGE is a marble coffee table with brass feet. modern and clear-looking, this table is as 

elegant on its own as with a smaller table like the ECLiPSE 600.

Black & Gold marble

Estremoz marble

Calacatta marble

Grey Kendzo marble

Carrara marble

marquina marble

Table top marble Feet brass / lacquered steel (next page)

Dimensions 1200 x 600 x 350 mm Design Fábio Teixeira



Table top Ochiro marble

Feet lacquered steel

Dimensions 1200 x 600 x 350 mm



The ECLiPSE coffee table has a 600 mm or 1200 diameter marble top and 

brass feet. its modern look and feel are highlighted when combined with 

larger tables like ECLiPSE 1200 or the EGGE coffee table.

Ecl ipse coffee table
On top: Egge cofee table
Large table top Ochiro marble

On bottom: Eclipse cofee table
Large table top Carrara marble

Table top marble Feet brass

Dimensions   600 x 350 mm

Dimensions   1200 x 400 mm

Design Fábio Teixeira



Ecl ipse coffee table 600 Ecl ipse coffee table 1200

Calacatta marble Carrara marble

Estremoz marble Grey Kendzo marble

Calacatta marble Carrara marble

Estremoz marble Grey Kendzo marble



cumpl icity

Solinas coffee tablesdiamerisma wood&



Calacatta marble and lacquered mdf Estremoz marble and Black & Gold marble Grey Kendzo marble and laquered mdf



Solinas coffee table

The low height and high-contrast combination of white 

Estremoz rosa aurora Vigaria marble and dark lacquered 

milled brass confers an extremely trendy look. The subtle 

handmade lines are an inspiration from furniture design 

of the 50's.

SOLiNaS is a coffee table inspired from the shape of a 

wine barrel. its subtle lines are handmade and the metallic 

feet are independent.

Table top estremoz rosa aurora vigaria marble

Feet lacquered milled brass

Dimensions 1200 x 600 x 170 mm

Design Fábio Teixeira

Black and Gold marble

Estremoz marble

Calacatta marble

Grey Kendzo marble

Carrara marble

marquina marble



diamerisma wood coffee table

diamerisma marble coffee table

The design of the diamEriSma SLim 

marBLE coffee table presents an innovative 

solution, with the slimmest and most elegant 

milled feet, to support its marble top.

diamEriSma WOOd is a design that may be 

set along with SOLiNaS coffee table. The 

warmth and natural textures of the wood 

veneered table sets the contrast with the 

texture of SOLiNaS marble top.

Diamerisma wood
Table top mdf wood veneered finish natura 

coatting / mdf lauered

Feet brass / copper / lacquered finish

Dimensions   600 X 220 mm

Design Fábio Teixeira

Diamerisma marble
Table top marble

Feet brass / copper / lacquered finish

Dimensions   650 X 350 mm

Design Fábio Teixeira

mdf walnut wood veneered finish 

mdf laquered

mdf ebony macassar wood vennered finish

mdf laquered

Black and Gold marble

Estremoz marble

Calacatta marble

Grey Kendzo marble

Carrara marble

marquina marble



Edge L coffee table

The EdGE L coffee table is a modern table with a minimalist design that 

makes it a perfect piece of furniture for any living room. it's mdf lacquered 

structure is surrounded by marble. 

ataija marble Estremoz marbleBlack and Gold marble

Grey Kendzo marble

Calacatta marble

marquina marble

Carrara marble

Ochiro marble Gris douro marble

Edge L (longer) Ochiro marble

Dimensions 1000 x 1000 x 220 mm

Design Sérgio Costa





Edge H coffee table

The EdGE H coffee table is a modern table with a minimalist design 

that makes it a perfect piece of furniture for any living room. its mdf 

lacquered structure is surrounded by marble. 

Edge H (higher) Ochiro marble

Dimensions 600 x 400 x 400 mm

Design Sérgio Costa

Grey Kendzo marble ataija marble

Estremoz marble

Black & Gold marble

marquina marble

Calacatta marble

Ochiro marble

Carrara marble

Gris douro marble



Edge set

Grey Kendzo marble and Estremoz marble

Black & Gold marble and Estremoz marble

marquina marble and Carrara marble

Ochiro marble



Box up + Box bottom
Box Set coffee table

The junction of both BOX BOTTOm and BOX uP coffee tables creates a unique set that allows 

different contrasts of colors and textures. its straight lines makes it contemporary piece of furniture 

and a perfect fit for any living-room.

Bottom piece
Box up Ochiro marble

Dimensions 1000 x 800 x 220 mm

Design Sérgio Costa

Top piece
Box up Ochiro marble

Dimensions 780 x 400 x 180 mm

Box coffee table

Black and Gold marble and Ochiro marbleGrey Kendzo marble and Ochiro marble

Ochiro marblemarquina marble and Ochiro marble





Box up coffee table Box bottom coffee table

ataija marble ataija marble

Carrara marble

Grey Kendzo marble

Carrara marble

Grey Kendzo marble

Black and Gold marble Black and Gold marble

Estremoz marble

marquina marble

Estremoz marble

marquina marble

Calacatta marble Calacatta marble

Ochiro marble

Noir Saint Laurent marble

Ochiro marble

Noir Saint Laurent marble



Box set 
Box bottom Estremoz marble

Box up Black & Gold marble



Cover coffee table

This gorgeous table features beautifully finished wood or marble tops 

with brass feet. This piece is indispensable to your space and adds a 

touch of luxury to your decor.

Dimensions 550 x 550 x 400 mm

or 450 x 450 x 400 mm

Design Fábio Teixeira



Table top in walnut venereed and 

cover feet in Verde Guatemala 

marble. Feet in brass.

Table top and cover feet 

in Verde Guatemala marble. 

Feet in brass.

Table top in walnut venereed 

and cover feet in Grey 

Kendzo marble. Feet in brass.

Table top and cover feet 

in grey kendzo marble. 

Feet in brass

Table top and cover feet 

in Carrara marble. 

Feet in brass.

Table top in walnut venereed 

and cover feet in Carrara. 

Feet in brass.

Table top and cover feet 

in Calacatta marble. 

Feet in brass.

Table top in walnut venereed 

and cover feet in Calacatta 

marble. Feet in brass.



Cifra coffee table

The intriguing contrast of a natural marble top and feet brass, that delivers texture, 

creates the ideal surface area for your living-room. The end result is a perfect fit 

anywhere thanks to its minimalism. available in 7 different marble tops.

Dimensions 1200 x 500 x 410  mm

or 900 x 400 x 410  mm

Design Fábio Teixeira

Verde Guatemala marble, 

feet in brass

Carrara marble, 

feet in brass

Nero marquina marble, 

feet in brass

Calacatta marble, 

feet in brass

Grey Kendzo marble, 

feet in brass

ataija marble, 

feet in brass

Black & Gold marble, 

feet in brass





Ell ipse coffee table

The classic style of the Ellipse coffee table will complement most any décor. 

The marble top and mdf lacquered feet add contemporary flare.

Estremoz marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

Calacatta marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

Carrara marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

ataija marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

Grey Kendzo marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

Nero marquina marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

Gris douro marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

Black & Gold marble, 

feet in mdf lacquered

Dimensions 1500 x 500 x 330 mm

or 900 x 500 x 330 mm

Design Fábio Teixeira





Plateia coffee table

PLaTEia 400 is a lacquered coffee table with milled brass feet. The table is available in 4 different 

colors that give it a modern look and feel. This contemporary and minimalist design lets your 

favorite "objets d'art" take center stage.

The PLaTEia 800 table brings premiere luxury to any contemporary interior with its rich 

marble top sitting upon its solid lacquered milled brass feet. This elegant coffee table is ideal for 

sculptural objects or a glass of wine in the evening hours.

This 2 piece set of coffee tables highlights the contrast of the classic marble with the color of 

the lacquered PLaTEia 400, within a modern and minimalist design. This set is perfect if you 

want to give a different touch to your living space.

Calacatta marble and ruby mdf lacquered Carrara marble and sapphire mdf lacquered

Plateia 800
Dimensions 800 x 800 x 170 mm

Design Fábio Teixeira

Plateia 400
Dimensions 400 x 400 x 220 mm

Plateia set



Cappuccino mdf lacquered

Grey Kendzo marble

Champagne mdf lacquered

Estremoz marble

Sapphire mdf lacquered

Carrara marble

ruby mdf lacquered

Calacatta marble

Estremoz marble and champagne mdf lacquered Grey kenzo marble and cappuccino mdf lacquered



roots marble dinner table

The rOOTS marBLE dining table is luxuriously and strikingly designed 

and will add glamour to any dining room. roots marble is the most 

exclusive dining tables from the roots collection, making style 

statement even more powerful. This table is an iconic piece of furniture, 

perfect for sumptuous living-rooms.

Table top Glass

Feet steel and Ochiro marble

Dimensions 2300 x 1100 x 720 mm

Design maami team

Carrara marble

Gris douro marble

Calacatta marble

Estremoz marble



Simplicity, structure, 
sculptural. Still.



roots wood dinner table

The rOOTS WOOd dinner table is strikingly designed and will add glamour to any 

dining room. Like all the dining tables from the roots collection, rOOTS WOOd makes 

a powerful style statement.

Wallnut wood top

Carrara marble top

Tempered glass smoked top

Top mdf lacquered and walnut veneered

Feet mdf lacquered 

Dimensions 2300 x 1100 x 720 mm

Design maami team



Elegant and gently 
robust. Smooth.



Top tempered smoked glass

Feet lacquered steel and calacatta marble 

Dimensions 1250 x 1250 x 720 mm

Design maami team



roots compress dinner table

Enjoy the minimalist style and sophistication of the roots compress dining table. 

Like all the dining tables from the roots collection, rOOTS COmPrESS makes a 

powerful style statement. This table is a fabulously glamorous addition to any home.

Calacatta marbleGris douro marbleCarrara marble







TCC WHITESTONE © 2016

Changes to the products may have been made since the prodution of this publication (April 2016).

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes in the design, shape, color and specifications during the delivery period, as long 

as these changes, taking into account the interests of the supplier, are considered reasonable in relation to the buyer. The images in this 

brochure may present optional equipment, accessories and items, which are not part of the factory specifications. The colors and textures, 

properties and characteristics of the natural materials represented (stone and wood), may slightly differ from those presented in this 

brochure, due to the limitations of the printing process. This brochure provides a general range of designs, their functionalities, optional 

extras, colors and textures available. Some of the designs, their functionality , optional extras  and / or additional colors and textures may not 

be available or may be available only with different specification. Additionally, some designs and / or colors and textures may be available 

only combined with others. For updated and more specific information regarding the range of designs and / or colors and materials available 

as well as the respective prices, please contact us.

HEADQUARTERS  RUA FARIA GUIMARÃES, 1139  |  4200-293 PORTO  |  PORTUGAL

PHONE +351 220 924 778  |  MOBILE +351 917 571 216  |  EMAIL geral@tccwhitestone.com www.maamihome.com
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